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	'Wasting energy
                      costs the earth'

	Department of the Environment




        
	 
	 



	
      		 
	Commercial Refrigeration
	Low energy commercial refrigeration is recognised as being an important

                aspect of reducing the CO2 output around the world
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		Energy saving solution for commercial refrigeration
	Refrigeration represents a surprisingly large proportion of worldwide   electricity consumption. Food production all over the planet uses   refrigeration technology which works in much the same way.
	With the EndoCube, you can:
		[image: Refridgeration Endocube]	Save energy by up to 30%
	[image: Refrigeration EndoCube]	Increase the life of your equipment
	[image: EndoCube Refrigeration]	Reduce your carbon footprint
	[image: Endocube Refrigeration]	Increase the safety of food storage
	[image: Refrigeration EndoCube]	Save on CO2 emmissions
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			What is EndoCube?
	A simple solution for reducing the energy consumption                     of your commercial refrigeration.
                    Refrigeration units aren't cheap, whether you are talking about   refrigerated displays or large meat lockers, the cost of replacing one   of these units for more modern, more efficient model can be incredible,   and the savings made in reduced electricity consumption pale in   comparison.

	"Up to 90% of refrigeration and freezer units operate inefficiently" Coolit Refrigeration Services Limited
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	EMAIL. SALES@CELSIUS-SYSTEMS.CO.UK
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